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The problem of fingerprints has been interesting for people since ancient times. We’ll try to shed a little light on the given point by means of our research. But first let’s make a shot tour in the history.
The problem of fingerprints has a long history. 
In XIVth century the Chinese people applied fingerprints instead of a personal signature on official documents, representing the general idea that fingertips is a unique feature of every person (the idea of a flat Earth was accepted later). In middle XIX the English officer Sir William Herschel, who used to work in India, saw that Chinese merchants, who came to sell their goods affixed to the contract the blacken with soot or ink imprint of their right thumb while concluding a deal. And since 1858 Herschel began to take fingerprints of Indian soldiers whom he paid a salary. All of them were on one face for Europeans, even their names were constantly repeated, and nobody of them could put a signature. In order not to pay money to the same person twice, the officer told them to leave a fingerprint on the paysheet. Expenditures of British treasury were decreased immediately. 
Having accumulated almost twenty years of experience in work with fingerprints, in 1877 Herschel ventured to write a long letter to London, to the general inspector of prisons. He offered to keep the fingerprints of criminals, so that later it was easy to identify repeated offenders.
 	In 1892 the English scientist Francis Galton, a cousin of Charles Darwin, published his book "Fingerprints" where he proved that the slim figure on fingertips of any person is unique and therefore can confidently identify the man. The scientist calculated that the possibility of repetition of the same fingertips is one chance in 65 billion, far above the Earth's population (especially during   Galton‘s times).
Now let’s come back to the problem of uniqueness of the fingerprints and the possibility to use them. The medicine tries to raise this point and already widely uses the fingerprints.
Today we have the separate branch of science to deal with these problems. Therefore, dermatoglyphics is used not only in criminology but in medicine as well. Dermatoglyphic method has wide application in many spheres of practical medicine because it helps to diagnose genetic pathologies (for example, Down and Turner syndromes can be easily diagnosed by measuring of ATD angle) and to define the genetic predisposition to multiple-
factor diseases (such as hypertension, stomach ulcer and many others) in a few 
minutes. The given method has advantages over other genetic analysis due to two reasons :1) it is an express method 2) this method doesn’t require high-cost equipment. Therefore, dermatoglyphics is a very useful link in diagnosing the genetic abnormalities. But why some diseases make reflection on the dermal picture of the person. This accordance among some pathologies and fingerprints is hidden in the embryonic development. The dermal ridges are formed during the same period when the formation of nervous system takes place. Both papillary ridges and nervous system structures have common origin in ectoderm (the outer layer of the early embryo). Furthermore, there exists a hypothesis that in the formation of a dermal picture participate all genes of a person. From this hypothesis we can suppose that people with identical genotypes will have the identical dermal pictures accordingly. That’s why we made a scientific research to confirm or to disprove the given hypothesis. We have analysed the dermatoglyphycindices (the type of  finger patterns and the measuring of ATD angle) in seven pairs of mono- and eight pairs of dizygotic twins. The results of our research were very interesting as the concordance of finger patterns in monozygotic twins made near 70% that can disprove the hypothesis, but at the same time the concordance is essentially higher than in the other part of population. These results can witness the genetic control of dermal ridges formation but at the same time not only genes influence on the dermal picture of the person. These influences have the factors of  environment. The analysis of the dermal picture in dizygotic twins only confirmed this supposition. During our research it was also established the link among complexity of finger patterns and the progress in studies. The latter was higher in persons with complicated patterns. This can be explained by the above mentioned fact of dermal ridges embryonic development (their commune laying with central and peripheral nervous systems) and the structure of the vascular layer of the skin. The last plays the main role in fingerprints formation due to the nervous terminations located there. The large number of nervous endings causes the complication of dermal picture.
  Thus, in our research we have partially approved the existing hypothesis on dermal ridges formation. Furthermore, we have disclosed some relationships among the structure of fingerprints and the genetic control of dermal ridges formation.
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